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 The "Little Folks'" Album of Music. A collection of
 Songs and Rhymes, with Music. By J. W. Elliott, J. M.
 Bentley, Mus. D., and other composers.

 [Cassell, Petter, Galpin and Co.]
 Music adapted for the festive season must not be kept

 waiting for a notice; and we therefore call the attention of
 those parents and guardians on the look-out for new year's
 presents to the elegant little volume before us. In every

 ,respect it is a charming gift-book, for the rhymes, illustra- tions, and music are equally attractive. Of course, in
 setting the simple words here selected a few equally simple
 notes are all that can be desired; but many of the airs are
 not only catching in themselves, but happily illustrative of
 the subject of the verses, in proof of which we may
 instance "To Market, to market!'" "The Bat and the
 Mole," "The Woodland Stream," &c. Some of the
 illustrations are extremely beautiful, and all are appro-
 priate.
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 man, but on account of the many excellent remarks upon
 sacred music scattered throughout its pages, we warmly
 commend Mr. Hicks's volume to the attention of all inte-
 rested in the subject upon which he writes.

 Christmas Morn. Musical Narrative by J. Burgmein.
 Words by Henry Hersee. Illustrations by Alfredo Edel.

 [Ricordi.]
 As this work is said to be " for Christmas, 1881, and for

 New Year's Day, 1882," we may appropriately call atten-
 tion to it in our present number. It comprises four pieces,
 with four large pictures, and illustrations on every page.
 Not only. the frontispiece and other important pictorial
 representations of the events in the book, but the small
 sketches profusely scattered throughout are, although
 eccentric, extremely beautiful, many of the designs indeed
 being thoroughly original in conception. The verses are
 adapted by Mr. Hersee with much skill and poetical feel-
 ing, and the music is admirably suited for the subjects,
 the vocal parts being easy and well within the reach of
 school choirs and choral societies.

 Heureux quti feut animer. Paroles de Victor Hugo.
 Musique de Maude Valdrie White.

 [Stanley Lucas, Weber and Co.]
 THE songs of this composer are fast obtaining the popu-

 larity they deserve, although we cannot say that vocal
 music of so high a standard invariably meets with the same
 encouragement. It is much to the credit of Mr. Santley,
 who has already sung this composition, that he takes every
 opportunity of spreading a knowledge of the works of
 young composers; and we should be extremely glad if every
 artist would lend his or her talents to the same laudable
 object. The song before us is in every respect a charming
 composition, both melody and accompaniments being
 in admirable keeping with the voices. The opening
 symphony, although beyond the conventional length, is
 extremely good, and leads most effectively to the com-
 mencement of the voice part.

 A Day in a Child's Life. Illustrated by Kate Greenaway.
 Music by Myles B. Foster, Organist of the Foundling Hos-
 pital. [George Routledge and Sons.]

 A MORE charming Christmas book for juvenile readers
 and vocalists has rarely been brought before us than this
 " Day in a Child's Life." The especial talent of Miss
 Greenaway for illustrating a little volume of this kind is
 too well known to need our doing more than assure those
 who wish to gladden the nursery with a group of pictorial
 representations of the doings of our little ones that this is
 one of the very best of the talented artist's works. A good
 word, too, must be said for the music, which is well
 written and tuneful throughout.

 Not even a Sparrow, Boating, and Heather Breezes.
 Two-part songs. Words by L. A. Johnstone. Music by
 Ciro Pinsuti. [Lamborn Cock.]

 THESE three compositions for two female voices are
 amongst the very best of the many good vocal pieces
 Signor Pinsuti has contributed to the repertory of ama-
 teurs. But, unpretentious as they are, so artistic is their

 treatment, both for voice and instrument, that intelligence
 as well as executive ability is demanded for their due
 rendering. The first on our list is, perhaps, the most
 simple of the set, the figure in the accompaniment, which
 runs throughout the song, and the change into the sub-
 dominant for the short solo, being points of much interest.
 In " Boating" much more is attempted, the accompani-
 ment throughout being happily sympathetic with the
 poetry. The theme is extremely melodious, the harmonies
 appropriate, and in no place unduly forced. " Heather
 Breezes " is charmingly descriptive, and will give a little
 more work to the pianist as well as the vocalists, than any
 of its companion pieces. We may mention, however, that
 there are no difficulties to be surmounted by tolerably
 trained executants, for the treatment of the song is more
 remarkable for delicacy of touch than for display of learn-
 ing. We are especially pleased with the change of key
 (with the rapid arpeggio accompaniment) on the words
 " List! the calling and the brawling," the return to the
 original subject being also most effective. The song is,
 in its way, a perfect little gem.

 Summer Voices. For the Pianoforte.
 May Morn. For the Pianoforte.
 Composed by Fritz Spindler. [R. Cocks and Co.]
 SPINDLER'S pieces are always melodious enough to

 please unmusical listeners, and sufficiently well written to
 satisfy those who are more exacting in their requirements.
 These elegant light sketches are well written for the
 instrument, and will be found good practice for young
 pianists. Of course the titles of such compositions do not
 mean anything particular; and it need scarcely be said
 that " Summer Voices " might be called " May Morn,"
 and " May Morn " transformed into " Summer Voices "
 without anybody but the composer finding out the change;
 but such names at least answer as distinguishing marks,
 and modern writers would rather be in the fashion than
 endeavour to set a new one. Of the two we prefer the
 second on our list, which has a tuneful principal subject,
 with which a theme in the subdominant is effectively
 contrasted. "Summer Voices" is somewhat more mono-
 tonous, but the passages are refined, and lie well under the
 hand. We prefer, however, even in pieces of this character,
 to meet with something more than a mere accompaniment
 for the left hand, for there can be no reason why what are
 termed " drawing-room pieces " should not shadow forth
 the style of classical writers. It is perfectly possible to
 make such trifles attractive to a mixed audience where
 the work for the two hands is more equally distributed.
 The compositions before us form Nos. 4 and 5 of " Six
 Melodious Pieces," by the same composer, the titles of
 which are all equally fanciful.

 Carmela. Ballatella Popolare. Parole di Raffaele
 Salustri. Musica di F. Paolo Tosti. [Ricordi.]

 MESSRS. RICORDI'S publications have, as a rule, such
 strangely fantastic designs upon their outside covers that it
 is sometimes difficult, without reference to the familiar type
 on the title-page, to discover either the name of the piece
 or its composer. The shadowy figure on the composition
 before us and the curiously distorted letters which announce
 the title of the song will certainly attract the eye in a shop-
 window; but at the pianoforte it somewhat distracts the
 attention, and seems indeed scarcely in character with so
 simple a piece. A tranquil melody (with an appropriate
 accompaniment), in E minor and major, effectively colours
 the unpretentious words chosen by Signor Tosti; and the
 song may be conscientiously recommended to unambitious
 amateur vocalists.

 The Professional Pocket Book, and Daily and Hourly
 Engagement Diary for 1882. Published under the imme-
 diate direction of Sir Julius Benedict.

 [Rudall, Carte and Co.]
 THIS useful Pocket Book makes its appearance this year

 in four parts, so that they can be slipped into the book as
 they are required. This is certainly an improvement, as
 with many persons the size of the work in its former shape
 was felt to be an objection. In every respect the present
 issue is fully equal to its numerous predecessors.
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